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What is the intent of this Rule Proposal?

To allow current bikes that are currently too heavy for D and DD Comp Bike classes somewhere
to race competitively other than Modified Bike or just park them due to their current classification
makes them too uncompetitive.
The current DD/CB record holder is 45kg overweight for the class.

Proposed Amendment
The purpose is for the introduction of E and EE/Altered Bike, as well as E and EE/Competition Bike.
These are additional Altered and Competition Bike classes with heavier weight breaks than existing classes. The purpose of these new classes
is to encourage average-sized riders on popular bikes to step up from Modified Bike into Competition Bike and also it provides opportunities for
the heavier riders on larger capacity bikes. In the case of E/AB, modern 1000cc sports bike weights between 185 and 195kg and the accepted
average rider to be 80kg. A BMW S1000RR which is as light as possible (186kg) with a 100kg fully suited rider, places it 42.5kgs over D/AB
weight break was never going to be competitive in Comp Bike, and on average 10kg extra weight is worth a tenth of a second. The current
DD/CB record holder is 45kg overweight for the class. Placing a heavier minimum weight on E and EE classes prevents light riders on light bikes
from class jumping. The purpose of minimum weights are based on a 1000cc bike at weight breaks. Bikes of lesser capacity must meet the
minimum class weights. Bikes of greater capacity must still meet the declared weight breaks.
It would add 1lb/cube to all existing D & DD Competition Bike and Altered Bike weight breaks
E/AB ,9.80lbs/cube
EE/CB 11.20lbs/cube
E/CB 12.00lbs/cube
EE/CB 12.55lbs/cube
All other existing Altered Bike and Competition Bike rules remain in place.
This proposal does not hinder or disadvantage any existing Altered Bike or Competition Bike Class.

Classes Effected

ALTERED BIKE
COMPETITION BIKE
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How does, or can, this rule proposal protect participants and spectators?

N/A

How is this rule proposal a positive step for ANDRA Drag Racing?

Allow more Modified Bike riders a Class to step up to and give the overweight combinations
somewhere to race other than Modified Bike.

What is the positive impact of the rule proposal on other Classes and Brackets?

Less likely to have such small fields in Competition Bike where the class gets cancelled due to
low numbers.
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How does the rule proposal ensure increased opportunity for even competition?

We know that on average 10kg less weight is worth a 10th of a second so introducing a lesser
weight break makes a lot of currently uncompetitive Altered Bikes and Competition Bikes giving
them a slower minimum index and record evens the field more.

Describe how the rule proposal is practical and encforcable.

All Competition and Altered Bikes are weighted and capacity checked.

Describe how the cost of complying with the rule proposal is reasonable for competitors.

No cost what so ever.
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